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Abstract

Little has been written about the structural behavior of conical shells, while conical shells’ construction techniques due to the high rise and small span has always required special attention throughout the history of Islamic architecture. This paper aims to examine how conical shells bear weight loads and resist against bending through a qualitative analysis. After proving that ‘rise/span’ ratio strongly affects weight loads and bending in external shells, the main question of the paper is “what construction techniques architects adopted to carry weight loads, and how these techniques differed in domes with various ‘rise/span’ ratios”. To find out about paper’s main question, a qualitative approach for structural analysis has been adopted. First, architectural maps and dimensions of six cases were documented, and then, according to the documentation, some ratios and parameters have been defined to find their probable correlation with ‘rise/span’ ratio. Results show that to restrain weight loads in external shell, design of stiffeners and thickness of the conical shell play a crucial role to keep structure balanced. According to the results, ‘rise/span’ ratio has a positive correlation with ‘thickness/span’, ‘height of stiffeners/span’, ‘stiffeners’ sectional area/span’, ‘gradual decrease of thickness’ and “number of stiffeners/ number of flat planes”. In contrast, ‘Rise/span’ ratio does not have any meaningful relationship with ‘stiffeners’ end point’ and ‘struts’ end point’, and has a negative correlation with “the number of flat plains.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A great deal is known about the construction of domes, but much is still uncertain about the interplay between structural and architectural concepts in the erection of conical shells. Conical shells are mainly exposed to weight loads and bending, especially due to the high rise and small span. The structural analysis is the process by which the authors determine how conical shells restrain weight loads and resist against bending they are subject to. The aim of this paper is to identify and analyze all crucial parameters in stability notion of external shells through adopting a qualitative approach.

1.1. Hints on Conical Dome’s History and Structure

Conical shells were considered as common appearances of the Seljuk architecture [1] with pinnacle in a tapered or cane form without any curved line [2]. Shells can be round, flanged or polygonal [3]; they are also called conical faceted or conical circular shells. During the fourteenth and fifteenth century, the smooth conical roof form, made of a number of flat planes meeting at the apex, is replaced by a pyramid form [4].

The idea of the double dome for conical shells was introduced when architects decided to show both the external appearance of the dome and the aesthetics of the interior of the domed space, resulting in high external shells with shallower interior domes showing ornaments [4]. Moreover, conical or polygonal shells protect the inner dome from climatic changes [5], rain and snow, and add significantly to the crowning glory of the tomb. Regarding the studies about typological and morphological features of double shell domes in general and conical domes in particular, studies by [6-10] are worth noting. Morphologically, discontinuous double-shell domes consist of the external shell (the most importance component and the most visible part of dome), high drum, internal shell, and radial stiffeners within the wooden struts [8]. Yet, the structural aspects of conical domes in general and conical external shells in particular, have not been fully explored.

It is an undeniable fact that the structural role of domes in Islamic architecture has been noticeable over
Domes as one of the earliest types of buildings are one of the few structural forms which have had an evolutionary process and a continuous history to the present time [12]. When considering conical domes a considerable number of aesthetic, historical, symbolic, construction and technical issues should be considered [13]. Among those aspects, construction and technical matters demonstrate how the building is structurally stable [14]. Different strategies have been adopted for vaults and domes to restrain loads and remain structurally competent.

For instance, in order to construct semicircular domes, the most important construction matter is increasing the amount of mortar as dome circularly goes higher, guaranteeing the stability of these domes. Indeed, the mortar binds the blocks and transmits the tension forces, so these domes span large areas with no intermediate supports (Fig. 1 & 2).

To construct vaults which were the most important element for transmitting the shell’s loads to columns and foundation, the thickness of vaults was gradually reduced at 22.5, 45 and 67.5 angles for decreasing extra weights (Fig. 3).

Another strategy has been adopted to bear the loads in Ourchin or Pineapple domes, which is through the change in the form of external shell and plan (Fig 4). Actually, “the arrangement of the above floor on the beneath floor is in a way that the outer facet of the beneath floor is along the inner facet of the above floor” (Fig. 4) [2]. Due to step-like form of the external shell and geometrical relationships of the floors, the whole structure remains balanced. Accordingly, stiffeners or any other external support is not required to transmit the loads to the transmitting load system.

---

Fig. 1 Left, constructing semicircular domes by increasing the amount of mortar as dome circularly goes higher, Interior View, Meibod Ice House, Yazd, Photo: by Authors, 2007

Fig. 2 Right, semicircular dome of Hai Rajab Ali Mosque in Ashkzar, Yazd, ninth century AD, Photo: by authors, 2005

Fig. 3 Reducing the thickness of a vault gradually in Kashan’s bazaar Photo: by authors, 2012

Fig. 4 Left, transmitting loads in Ourchin domes through the change in the form of external shell and in the form of plan [2]
Regarding construction techniques of conical shells, the predominating load usually consists only of the weight of the external shell as they are roofing, not supporting, elements [14]. To bear weight loads in external shells, internal stiffeners were introduced in the 14th century when both structural and architectural sciences progressed [10]. They were used to join the external shell to the lower components [8], to prevent the collapse of the external shell [9], and to meet the structural requirements and balance of the whole system, especially against earthquakes [10]. Their arrangement and sizes are strongly influenced by both vernacular architecture agreements and the scale of span [10].

2. METHODOLOGY

A qualitative approach has been adopted to analyze the shells structurally which has been categorized into two main stages. In the first place, case studies have been documented and their architectural maps and photos have been presented. Moreover, dimensions of shells’ components have been presented in a Table.

In the next stage and after extracting designing dimensions, some ratios and parameters have been introduced and calculated to be compared with “rise/span” ratio.

2.1. Studying Case Studies

Taking into account the possibility of access to the space between external shell and internal dome, a sample of six dominant faceted conical domes was selected in Kashan, Iran, so the number of cases was limited. Architectural maps of shells including plans, sections (Figs. 6-11) have been documented by a team of students under the supervision of authors. Figs. 6-11 also illustrate the photos of external shells and stiffeners which are taken by authors. Table 1 presents dimensions of conical shells and their components based on the rise of external shell, from the highest rise to the lowest one.
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Fig. 6 Cheheltan, Safavi (1501-1723 AD). a) section of the shell b) exterior view c) plan, d & e) stiffeners

Fig. 7 Mirneshane, Safavi (1501-1723 AD). a) section of the shell b) exterior view c) plan, d & e) stiffeners
Fig. 8 Shahzade Ebrahim, Qajar (1795-1927 AD). a) section of the shell b) exterior view c) plan, d) stiffeners

Fig. 9 Soltan Amir Ahmad, Safavi (1501-1723 AD). a) section of the shell b) exterior view c) plan, d & e) stiffeners
Table 1 Dimensions of shells and their components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External Shells</th>
<th>Rise (m)</th>
<th>Number of planes</th>
<th>Span</th>
<th>Thickness (m) (the lowest point)</th>
<th>Thickness (m) (the highest point)</th>
<th>Number of Stiffeners</th>
<th>Height of stiffeners (m)</th>
<th>width of stiffeners (m)</th>
<th>Cross sectional area of stiffeners (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cehltan</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>1 &amp; 0.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Mirneshane</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Shahzade ebrahim</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>No stiffener</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Soltan Amir Ahmad</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Panje Shah</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Atabakhsh</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Introducing Designing Parameters and Ratios

Examining case studies, dimensions of shells and their components helps us to introduce ratios and designing details which may have a correlation with ‘rise/span’ ratio. These ratios and designing details include ‘dome’s thickness/span’ (the thickness of the lowest part of the shell where load transition happens), ‘stiffeners’ height/span’, ‘stiffeners’ cross sectional area/span’, ‘decrease in shell’s thickness’, ‘number of stiffeners/number of flat planes’, ‘stiffeners’ end point’ and ‘number of flat planes’.

Table 2 lists these parameters, ratios and details based on ‘rise/span’ ratio, from the highest ‘rise/span’ ratio to the lowest one to make comparison possible.

### Table 2 List of ratios, designing parameters and details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External Shells</th>
<th>Rise/ Span (A)</th>
<th>Thickness/span (B)</th>
<th>decrease of thickness (C)</th>
<th>Stiffeners’ sectional area/span (D)</th>
<th>Number of stiffeners/number of flat planes (E)</th>
<th>Height of stiffeners/span (F)</th>
<th>Stiffeners’ endpoint (G)</th>
<th>struts’ endpoint (H)</th>
<th>Number of planes (I)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panjeshah</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atabakhsh</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soltan Amir Ahmad</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirneshaneh</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahzade Ebrahim</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheheltan</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS

By examining Table 2, Figs. 12 and 14, it is clear that ‘rise/span’ ratio and “shell’s thickness/span” are positively correlated (+0.87), A & B, suggesting that thickness plays a crucial role in bearing weight loads. ‘Panjeh Shah’ and ‘Ata Baksh’ shells with the highest ‘rise/span’ ratios, achieve the highest ratios of “shell’s thickness/span” while ‘Shahzade Ebrahim’ and ‘Cheheltan’ shells with the lowest ‘rise/span’ ratios have the lowest ratios of ‘shell’s thickness/span’. ‘Soltan Amir Ahmad’ and ‘Mirneshaneh’ with average ratios stand in the middle of the Table 2. Moreover, as “rise/span” ratio increases, the thickness of the shell decreases more from the lowest point to highest point. Although these two ratios, A & C, are positively correlated (+0.61), Figs. 12 and 14, their relationship is not a strong one, and the diagram does not show a significant trend, Table 2. As can be seen in Fig 12, ‘Cheheltan’ and ‘Shahzade Ebrahim’ shells have the lowest decrease in the thickness and ‘Panje Shah’ and ‘Ata Baksh’ shells have the highest decrease in the thickness, but ‘Mirneshane’ does not follow the trend, resulting in not a strong correlation.

Regarding stiffeners, ‘Shahzade Ebrahim’ has been removed from analysis since it does not have any stiffener. The case of ‘Shahzade Ebrahim’ has been constructed without stiffeners and through decrease in the thickness of external shell due to its relatively lower “rise/span” ratio.

The cases without stiffeners have been presented in a separate diagram, Fig. 13 and the correlation of all ratios and parameters with “rise/span” ratio has been presented in Fig 14. As can be verified from Fig. 13 and 14, there is a strong relationship between ‘rise/span’ ratio and

![Relationship between bending forces and thickness](image-url)
‘Stiffener’s sectional area/span’ ratio (+0.91, A & D). ‘Panjeh Shah’ and ‘Ata Bakhsh’ shells with highest ‘rise/span’ ratio have ‘connected radial stiffeners’ (Figs. 10 & 11), concluding that these stiffeners are so effective in bearing weight loads especially at the lowest part of the external shell where weight loads are at the maximum. ‘Connected radial stiffeners’ also fasten high primary stiffeners together to avoid their collapse (Figs. 10 & 11). Moreover, the number of stiffeners and the number of flat planes are equal in these two conical shells (Figs 10 & 11, Table 2) (one stiffener for each plane) to better restrain weight loads and resist against bending. Secondary low stiffeners in ‘Mirneshan’ and ‘Soltan Amir Ahmad’ shells have been used to tie the flat planes of external shells (Figs. 7 & 9). By increasing the sectional area of stiffeners, planes’ ties spread loads more easily. By defining ‘stiffeners’ cross sectional area/span’ ratio, authors have been able to take into account the type, number and dimensions of stiffeners.

As can be seen in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, ‘rise/span’ and ‘stiffener’s height/span’ ratios are positively and strongly correlated (A & F, +0.93). Needless to say, higher stiffeners control rise of external shell more effectively. As can be seen in Table 2, in all cases except ‘Ata Bakhsh’ shell, stiffeners’ end points are at the middle part of the external shell. To specify stiffeners’ end points, external shells have been divided into three equal parts (Figs. 6-11). All parts of shells are exposed to weight loads, especially the lowest parts where the weight of materials increases. That is why stiffeners decrease in both width and thickness as they gradually reach the higher parts of the shell. According to the fact that bending forces are higher in the middle part of the shell, stiffeners that end in the middle part of the shell can restrain both bending and weight forces. Accordingly, there is no need to have higher stiffeners to cover upper parts of shells where weight loads are insignificant; just ‘Ata Bakhsh’ shell with a high ‘rise/span’ ratio has stiffeners that end in the upper part of the dome. As a result, it can be concluded that there is no relationship between ‘rise/span’ ratio and stiffeners’ end point (A & G).

To avoid stiffeners’ collapse, wooden struts have been placed in upper parts of the conical shells and tie them together, except for ‘Shahzade Ebrahim’, Table 2. These wooden struts also help a more gradual spread of loads. Not having stiffeners in ‘Shahzade Ebrahim’, wooden struts(183,639),(908,906) are just placed at the lowest part of the shell, Fig 8 & Table 2. As in all cases except for ‘Shahzade Ebrahim’, the wooden struts are placed in the upper parts of conical shells, no correlation can be found between “rise/span” ratio and “struts’ end point” (A & H).

As can be inferred from Table 2, ‘rise/span’ ratio is negatively correlated (-0.91) to the number of flat planes (A & I), Table 2 and Fig 14. Its reason can be suggested by examining case studies; In ‘Panjeh Shah’ and ‘Ata Bakhsh’ shells with lower number of flat planes (12), one stiffener has been constructed for each plane, while in shells with higher number of flat planes (16) it is less possible to construct one stiffener for each plane. As a result, in shells with higher ‘rise/span’ ratios, lower number of flat planes makes it possible to have one stiffener for each plane. For the same reason, ‘rise/span’ ratio is positively (+0.86) correlated with “number of stiffeners/ number of flat planes” (A & E), Table 2 and Fig 14.

![Fig. 13 The relationship between “rise/span” ratio and stiffeners](https://via.placeholder.com/150)
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, authors applied structural analysis to extant conical shells to understand how they carry the loads imposed upon them. As rise of external shells increase and their span decreases, resisting against bending forces due to weight loads becomes more challenging, so the significance of “rise/span” ratio shows how difficult it is to carry weight loads and resist against bending.

Results show that by applying two general strategies, architects have been able to spread loads in the external shell. The first strategy is through properly designing the thickness of the external shell, and the second strategy is through properly designing the stiffeners. Height, dimensions, type of stiffeners, their end points and the way they have been tied together are all important factors in bearing and spreading loads, so stiffeners should be carefully analyzed and studied. These strategies can be applied to extant conical shells which suffer from weakness in construction.
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